








































a. A good chess game takes a very long time.

b. Playing chess requires a great deal of strategy.

c. Computers will never be able to play chess perfectly.

d. Computers cannot equal the human brain at chess.

5. Bette Davis, a superstar of the forties and fifties, was once again a hit

in a horror movie about a forgotten child star, Whatever Happened to

Baby Jane? Davis’s costar in that film was her sometime screen rival

Joan Crawford, who made her own comeback through horror movies such

as Strait Jacket. Olivia de Havilland, who is still remembered for her role

in the 1939 classic Gone with the Wind, returned to the screen in a horror

movie called Lady in a Cage. Not too long ago, Betsy Palmer, a comic

actress of the fifties, was again seen on film in the notoriously gruesome

Friday the 13th. It seems that many female film stars of the past have
19

used horror films to make their screen comeback.

a. Bette Davis was once again a hit in a horror movie about a forgotten

child star.

b. Davis’s costar in that film was her sometime screen rival Joan Crawford.

c. Betsy Palmer was again seen on film in the notoriously gruesome

Friday the 13th.

d. Many female stars of the past have used horror films to make their

screen comeback.
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Flemming, Readingfor Results, p. 138.
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Read the following paragraphs and identify the topic sentence(s) by writing the

number of the sentence(s) on the blank lines following the paragraph. Then,

write the main idea of the paragraph on the other blank line.

Example:

[ 11 Our environment consists of all the things surrounding or

influencing us in any way. [2]  The house we live in and its furnishings are

part of our environment. [3]  The air we breathe, the sunlight which beams

on us (or the lack of it), the grass and the trees (or the city streets and tall

buildings) make up a large part of the environment. [41  Sound, be it music or

noise, is part of our environment. [5]  Part of our environment may be

intangible and may exist only in connection with something else. [6]  Thus,

those persons we come in contact with may make our environment favorable

to learning. [7]  Or they may make it unfavorable. [8]  And, since everything

on the earth affects everything else on it, in a very real sense, the whole earth
20

is part of our environment.
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Sherboume, Toward Reading Comprehension, p. 17 1.
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